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INTRODUCTION 
 
This Results and Outcomes report is an annual summary of the most 
important work and supporting data that has occurred at Noah 
Wallace School this school year. This report is a joint venture 
between principal, teachers, support staff and parents.  The work and 
insight of these stakeholders comes together to shape our work and 
this report.  We have closely aligned our work to both district and 
school goals, missions and priorities.  This Results and Outcomes 
report provides a framework and plan for the continuous improvement 
of our teachers’ practice and our students’ learning.  In this report you 
will find the following information: 
 

1.  End of the Year Results in Reading, Writing and Math 
 
2.  Goals and Data for Reading, Writing and Math 

 Statement of Goal 
 Analysis of Results 
 Summary of Professional Work 
 Plans for Improvement 
 

3.  Longitudinal Report of Priority Performance Indicators 
 
4.  Noah Wallace School Highlights and Accomplishments 

 
5.  Stakeholder Feedback 

 
6.  Noah Wallace School Development Council 
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Noah Wallace School 
 

Our Mission 
 

The Noah Wallace School community is a collaborative, 
supportive, and trusting environment that works to ensure that 
high standards are met by all students.  Our goal is to provide 
an elementary school experience that engages children and 
encourages risk-taking while building a lasting enthusiasm for 
learning. 
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Percentage of Students Meeting EOY Standards in 
Reading, Writing and Math 

2010-2011 
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Reading Standard by Grade Level
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2008 75 76 89 68 88

2009 88 88 89 81 72

2010 82 83 82 90 79

2011 88 89 88 89 90
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Noah Wallace Reading Results 
 

Reading Goal:    All students will make continuous progress 
toward meeting or exceeding Farmington grade level standards 
for reading. 
 
 

Reading Data and Analysis 
Percentage of Students Meeting EOY Standard 
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Analysis of Results 
  
This year the percentage of students meeting standards in reading reached an all 
time high with scores ranging from 88% to 90% of students meeting standard. 
We are proud of this achievement and attribute our success to several factors: 

 Frequent data team meetings and the use of Inform to review 
student progress and adjust instruction appropriately. 

 Continuous professional development for teachers in guided 
reading strategies and reading assessment techniques.  

 Students are required to read at home and log their reading 
minutes.  This regular, sustained reading program builds stamina 
and skill in young readers. 

 Highly effective and targeted reading interventions for students. 
   

Summary of Professional Work: 
 

 Literacy Specialist and tutors provided additional instructional support to 
students not meeting standards using the Leveled Literacy Instruction 
(LLI), Lexia, Wilson Reading Program and additional reading, phonics, 
writing and spelling instruction.  Under the supervision of our Literacy 
Specialist, paraprofessionals also provided small group instruction in 
reading comprehension to students in grades 2, 3 and 4.  

 
 Teachers met to review and analyze student progress in reading at weekly 

team meetings and at quarterly data team meetings. 
 

 Teachers in grades K-4 actively participated in grade level training 
sessions with our literacy specialist on two important language arts areas: 
effective administering and analysis of Benchmark assessments and 
Guided Reading group practices. 

 
 All teachers in grades K – 4 implemented the Reading Workshop model. 

 
 Teachers implemented phonics instruction in grades K - 3, Buddy Study in 

grades 2 and 3 and Interactive Word Wall in    grades K, 1 and 2.  
 

 Our Literacy Specialist conducted ongoing training and instructional 
support for teachers by modeling lessons, coaching and the sharing of 
reading resources.  

 
 From October through March, grade 3 and 4 teachers met regularly to 

plan instructional strategies and tutorial support to help prepare students 
for the Connecticut Mastery Test.  Improvement in the area of DRP was 
addressed. 
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Plans for Improvement: 
 

 Protocols for grade level data team meetings will continue to be followed 
with additional focus on SRBI principles and effective teaching practice.  
Teachers will be responsible for analyzing student data, identifying 
students’ instructional needs and providing appropriate instruction. 

 
 Grade level teams will continue to meet on a monthly basis with principal 

and literacy specialist to review student progress and make necessary 
changes in classroom instruction and intervention programs.  Special 
focus will be placed on the needs of our ELL and Choice students. 

 
 Teachers will be encouraged to video tape their work with students, visit 

each others classrooms and share their learning with the entire school 
learning community.  Video taping is a powerful tool that supports teacher 
learning because of its unique capability to capture elusive classroom 
practice for later review and study.  

 
 Students in grades 1 and 2 will participate in a “Just Right Book” take 

home program designed by classroom teachers and reading staff.  
 

 All teachers in grades K-4 along with specialists will continue their use of 
interactive read aloud model to improve comprehension. This approach is 
based in listening comprehension and has students think and talk about 
what is being read.   

 
 Use of the LLI and Lexia reading program at school and at home for 

students in need of additional support and practice will be continued and 
closely monitored by teachers and Literacy Specialist.  

 
 All Kindergarten students will be assessed using the Boehm Assessment 

of Basic Concepts. This is a district wide initiative that gives kindergarten 
teachers more information on students’ vocabulary and basic concept 
levels.  By November, teachers will have assessed all students using the 
Benchmark tool and place students in appropriate leveled guided reading 
groups.  

 
 Teachers will continue to expand and organize their classroom libraries by 

leveling books appropriately and replacing old books with current and 
more engaging ones. 
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Noah Wallace Writing Results 
 

 

Writing Goal:    All students will make continuous progress 
toward meeting or exceeding Farmington grade level standards 
for writing. 
 

 

      Writing Data and Analysis 
Percentage of Students Meeting EOY Standard 

  

  

Writing Standard by Grade
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2008 75 83 75 74 77

2009 83 81 70 70 74

2010 82 77 66 79 75

2011 78 80 79 71 88
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Analysis of Results: 
  
This year’s writing data indicates a steady growth in grades 1, 2 and 4 with minor 
declines in grades K and 3.  Using the Writers Workshop model, teachers have 
exposed students to a variety of writing genres as mandated in our district’s Units 
of Study.  However, we feel that more professional development for teachers 
would improve instruction and give them more strategies for motivating the 
reluctant writer.  All grade level teams will continue to hold daily Writers’ 
Workshop sessions, infuse writing across the curriculum and insure that teacher: 
student and peer writing conferencing occurs. 
 

 
Summary of Professional Work: 
 

 Teachers read, analyzed and scored student writing using the state’s CMT 
rubric and using two readers and scorers.  This process allowed teachers 
to attain more accurate analysis of student writing when determining 
report cards grades.  

 
 In preparation for the March 2012 CMT, grade 3 and 4 teachers focused 

on writing instruction at the beginning of the school year.  Using writing 
journals, prompts and written response formats, students will write across 
the curriculum.  

 
 Using the Teachers’ College Writers Workshop model, teachers conducted 

individual writing conferences with their students and trained students to 
conduct peer conferences. This form of collaborative learning assisted 
students in developing deeper understandings the writing process. 

 
 Teachers supplemented the district units of study in writing with an 

additional resource, Fundamentals –Writing Units of Study from 
Schoolwide, Inc. These units of study are aligned with Farmington writing 
units and provided additional resource materials for teachers.  
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Plans for Improvement: 
 

 Recent end-of-year student data shows scores in writing to be lower than 
those in reading and math. For the 2011-12 school year, teachers will 
focus their EEPD work on improving students’ writing skills.   

 
 Grade level teams will meet to develop and implement effective Tier I 

strategies in writing.  They will be responsible for analyzing student data, 
identifying students’ instructional needs and providing appropriate 
instruction. 

 
 Grade level teams will continue to meet on a monthly basis with principal 

and literacy specialist to review student progress and make necessary 
changes in classroom instruction and intervention programs.  Special 
focus will be placed on the needs of our ELL and Choice students.  

 
 Grade level teams will review the district criteria for meeting standard in 

writing with guidance from our literacy specialist.  This will insure that 
teachers have a thorough understanding of the criteria when making 
decisions on the quality of students’ writing. 

 
 Teachers will be encouraged to video tape their work with students, visit 

each others classroom and share their learning with the entire school 
learning community.  Video taping is a powerful tool that supports teacher 
learning because of its unique capability to capture elusive classroom 
practice for later review and study. A taping schedule will be established to 
insure that this taping occurs during the school year.  

 
 Teachers will continue the practice of writing across all areas of the 

curriculum by having students maintain writing journals for reading, 
writing, math, science and social studies.  

 
 Students in grades 3 and 4 will respond to writing prompts on a regular 

basis, conference with teachers and chart their writing progress in 
preparation for the CMT in March 2012. 

 
 Principal and Literacy Specialist will explore grant funding to support 

professional development in writing for all teachers and paraprofessionals.  
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Math Standard by Grade
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Noah Wallace Math Results 
 

Math Goal:   All students will make continuous progress toward 
meeting or exceeding Farmington grade level standards for 
mathematics. 
 

Math Data and Analysis 
Percentage of Students Meeting EOY Standard 
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Data and Analysis of Results:  
 
Math scores for students meeting standard continue to be a strong content area 
at Noah Wallace.  Scores in grades kindergarten rose while scores in grade 1 – 4 
were slightly lower.  Students in need of additional math support benefited from 
the Do the Math tutorial program and the consistency of the district’s Everyday 
Math program. High achieving math students received challenging supplemental 
work in the classroom and in a before school math club.  
  
Summary of Professional Work: 

 In the fall, all teachers participated in a review and analysis of CMT math 
data and Everyday Math assessments.  Teachers identified those strands 
that students did not master and focused additional instruction in those 
areas.  

 
 A tutor was assigned to work with students in the Do the Math program. 

We also recruited parents with math expertise to provide math support 
and enrichment to students in grades 2, 3 and 4. 

 
 Grade level teams met regularly to discuss student performance, plan 

instruction and develop interventions to strengthen these skills in math. 
Grade 3 and 4 teams established flexible ability groups in math and meet 
regularly to assess student progress and adjust instruction to meet the 
needs of students.  

 
 Everyday Math Classroom Games Kits and computer based math games 

were used on a regular basis to reinforce and extend daily classroom 
instruction.  Family Game Kits were sent home to extend practice and 
strengthen the home/school connection. 

 
. 
Plans for Improvement: 
 

 Flexible ability-based math groups for students in grades 3 and 4 will 
continue in the 2011-12 school year.  These groups will be established to 
address the wide range of math needs for all students.  Teachers will 
monitor students’ progress on a monthly basis and make necessary 
changes in grouping when appropriate.  Support from paraprofessionals 
and experienced parent volunteers will also be made available to students. 
Survey data culled from students and parents in June 2011 indicates that 
the program supports the wide range of our learners, builds confidence in 
their mathematical ability and supports the mastery of basic mathematical 
concepts. 
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 Grade level teams will continue to meet on a monthly basis with principal to 
review student progress and make necessary changes in classroom 
instruction and intervention programs.  Special focus will be placed on the 
needs of our ELL and Choice students. 

 
 Teachers will be encouraged to video tape their work with students, visit 

each others classroom and share their learning with the entire school 
learning community.  Video taping is a powerful tool that supports teacher 
learning because of its unique capability to capture elusive classroom 
practice for later review and study.  

 
 Teachers in grades 3 and 4 will continue to develop math instructional 

materials in preparation for the Connecticut Mastery Test and homework 
materials that support the CMT math strands.  

 
 Tutorial support for students in kindergarten and grade 1 will be 

established.  Skilled parent volunteers will be recruited and trained to 
support these students in small math intervention groups.  

 
 Provide opportunities for special education and regular education students 

to work together in small math support groups.  
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Longitudinal Report of Priority Performance 
Indicators for Noah Wallace School 

2010-2011 
 
The indicators below are used to determine school priorities and to assess 
school improvement.  Other indicators, including student work and other 
standards based assessments, are also used to inform school priorities 
and mark progress. 

 
 

Percent of Students Meeting Standard, 2007-2011 
 
 

Reading 2007 2008 2009 2010 
 

2011 
             

K 81% 75% 88% 82% 88% 

1 91% 76% 88% 83% 89% 

2 78% 89% 89% 82% 88% 

3 83% 68% 81% 90% 89% 

4 88% 72%   79% 76% 90% 

      

Writing 2007 2008 2009 2010 
 

2011 
 K 79% 75% 83% 82% 78% 

1 78% 73% 81% 77% 80% 

2 68% 75% 70% 66% 79% 

3 83% 74% 70% 79% 71% 

4 83% 77% 74% 75% 88% 

      

Math 2007 2008 2009 2010 
 

2011 
K 84% 72% 81% 75% 82% 

1 88% 86% 81% 85% 83% 

2 84% 85% 84% 81% 81% 

3 79% 81% 95% 86% 83% 

4 85% 72% 78% 82% 74% 
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Percentage of Students Meeting or Exceeding Fall DRP Goal 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Percent of Third Grade Students At or Above State Goal on 
Connecticut Mastery Test (CMT) in Reading, Writing and Math 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

Percent of Fourth Grade Students At or Above State Goal on 
Connecticut Mastery Test (CMT) in Reading, Writing and Math 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fall 2007 Fall 2008 Fall 2009 Fall 2010 
     
Grade 3 68 82 78 76 
Grade 4 74 71 68 80 

Grade 3 2007 2008 2009 2010 
     
Reading         61 70 91 81 
Writing         69 72 93 80 
Math         63 79 93 81 

Grade 4 2007 2008 2009 2010 
     
Reading 78 77 89 93 
Writing 83 78 77 84 
Math 85 72 88 95 
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Noah Wallace School Highlights and Accomplishments 

2010-2011 
 
School wide Initiative:   In our continuing efforts to build 
community and create a sense of belonging, the Noah Wallace 
CARES initiative encourages and recognizes the traits of 
Cooperation, Acceptance, Respect, and Effort.  All students will 
be encouraged to recognize the qualities of NW CARES in others 
while demonstrating respect for others by displaying these 
qualities. 
 
 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE 2010-11 SCHOOL YEAR 
 

CURRICULUM BASED PROJECTS 
 

 School staff and PTO officers consulted with district technology director 
and accessed the technology needs of the school. The Noah Wallace 
PTO has pledged funding to equip all third and fourth grade classrooms 
with LCD projectors, document cameras and carts. The installation of this 
technology equipment over the summer will enhance instruction and 
stimulate teaching and learning.  

 Curriculum Nights for parents of students in K – 4 held in the fall.   
 Authors & illustrators Doug Florian, Catherine Gibson and Suzy Kline 

talked with students about the art of writing. These events were 
sponsored by our librarian/media specialist. 

 Grade 1 enrichment activities in library for high achieving students. 
 Local community members, school leaders and parents participate in 

Read Across America with Noah Wallace students. 
 Storyteller Andre Keitt performed for students. 
 Poetry Slam featuring Grade 3 students was held in celebration of Poetry 

Month in April. 
 Math Olympiad Club for grade 3 students held every Tuesday.   
 First annual Science Fair for students in grades 3 & 4 was held this 

spring.  
 Two school wide Book Fairs to promote reading in school and at home.  
 Tutoring and take home book program for all Choice students.  
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           DISTRICT WIDE GOALS AND INITIATIVES 
 

 On a school wide level all teachers and students adopted Farmington 
Public Schools Framework for Teaching and Learning – Core Principles 
of Learning.  This year we focused on Principles # 1 and # 2.  Principles 
# 1: Active Learning Community was fully embraced by all 
stakeholders.  Noah Wallace has always been of a caring and sharing 
school community and evokes this theme in all aspects of our work with 
students and their families.  This theme combined with the principle of 
creating an active learning community is evident in our positive 
classroom environments, open discussions, collaborative tasks, high 
levels of inquiry and sharing the work of all students.  Teachers model 
and promote this principle by structuring classroom learning 
opportunities that promote active learning.   

 
  Principle # 2:  Challenging Expectations was also adopted this school 

year.  Students were engaged in rigorous learning activities that 
challenged them to persist, evaluate and revise their work when 
necessary and seek out resources and strategies to solve problems.   

    In turn, teachers maintained high levels of accountability and      
    expectations for all students.  They designed instruction using a wide  
    variety of resources that challenge students and also provided feedback  
    on their performance. 
  
    With regard to the school district’s Five Year Goals, all staff members  
    support students and help them to achieve the highest levels of critical      
    thinking and reasoning, collaboration and communication, problem  
    solving and innovation and self-direction and resourcefulness.  These  
    practices are evident in classroom instruction, in collaborative work   
    between regular education and special education teachers and in the  
    work of paraprofessionals and tutors with students.  The principal  
    provides feedback to staff based on these essential goals during the  
    observation and evaluation process. 

 
 
 

CULTURAL ARTS and ATHLETIC EVENTS 
 

 Grade 4 attended the Hartford Symphony at CCSU. 
 Grade 4 students presented a play, The Courage to Stand up, based on 

the life of Rosa Parks. The play was written by Dr. Cloud. 
 The PTO sponsored three major cultural events: Singer Red Grammar 

entertained students and also performed at an evening performance for 
all Farmington students and their families, Anna Pasquale’s Liberty Belles 
presentation in celebration of Women’s History Month and Music of the 
Earth celebrating diversity through music. 
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 Third grade classes viewed the Monet exhibit at the Wadsworth 
Atheneum.  Students study the life and work of Monet in their classroom 
language arts program and in art class.  

 Students in grades 1 – 4 attend a play at Miss Porter’s School. 
 NW students perform at annual Festival of Lights concert. 
 Black History Month celebration and assembly program was held in 

February. 
 Winter and spring concerts featuring strings and chorus were held. 
 Annual Arts Fest featured the Dream Flag project. All students created 

flags to be sent to Tibet on a peace mission. 
 Celebration of United Nations Day and diversity in October. 
 School wide Flag Day ceremony is held annually on June 14th. 
 Students participated in Hershey Track & field event in spring. 
 Annual Cooperative Field Day event for all students in June and is 

organized entirely by parent volunteers. 
 First annual NWS Cross Country meet held in spring.  

 
   

COMMUNITY SERVICE & COMMUNITY EVENTS 
 

 Farmington Police Safety programs for all students 
 Farmington Fire Department Safety programs for all students 
 NWS Volunteer Tea to thank all school volunteers held in May 
 School wide UNICEF drive at Halloween 
 “Caring Cranes” project was a school wide fund drive for victims of 

Japanese earthquake. 
 Veterans’ Day assembly honoring local veterans held in November 
 The Wish Upon A Star project collected gifts for needy local families at 

holiday time and was organized by our school social worker.  
 Community wide Martin Luther King, Jr. assembly honoring Dr. King’s 

legacy and local community helpers 
 Student  Council projects include: School Store, fund raising for local food 

pantry, Humane Society, Farmington Clean Up Day and participates in 
Memorial Day parade, Coat drive for Salvation Army 

 Green Team Recycling Project is operated by fourth grade students.  
They collect recycling materials in the school throughout the school year. 

 
FIELD TRIPS 

 
 Students toured the Stanley Whitman House and study colonial history 
 Grade 3 students toured Wadsworth Atheneum to view Monet exhibit with 

art teacher and classroom teachers 
 Several grade levels visited Winding Trails for nature walks. Grade 1 

students participated in a special habitat program with WT staff in 
conjunction with their science unit on organisms. 

 Students toured the Hillstead Museum 
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 Students visited the Institute of the American Indian, Washington, 
Connecticut in conjunction with their social students unit on Native 
Americans 

 Annual fourth grade trip to Boston and Freedom Trail walk is held 
annually in June for students and their parents.  

 Other field trips include: Indian Rock Nature Preserve, walking tour of 
Farmington village and the Connecticut Resource Recovery Authority  

 
 
 

PTO SPONSORED EVENTS 
 

 Teacher Appreciation Luncheon and Edibles for Educators luncheon 
 School wide Post Office to promote writing skills 
 Chaired the Eagle Open Golf Tournament this spring to benefit NW and 

all other elementary PTO organizations 
 Parent volunteers serve as reading buddies to students 
 Annual Halloween Party 
 Family Bingo Night 
 Ski Club members travel to Ski Sundown  
 Annual Spring Talent Show 
 Box top collection campaign 
 Gardening Committee maintains extensive gardens around the school 

property  
 Monthly family restaurant nights and pancake breakfast to benefit Noah 

Wallace PTO 
 Ice Cream Social to welcome new students and families 
 Families attend Rock Cats, Wolf Pack and Connecticut Whale games 
 After school enrichment classes 
 Numerous activities for graduating fourth grade students  
 Bus Driver Appreciation Day 

 
 
 

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS 
 A Good Start Program for entering kindergarten students. Four sessions 

held in January, February, March and April. 
 
 

GRANTS, AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS 
 

 Received Governor’s Summer Reading Award. Several students attended 
ceremony in May 2011. 

 Principal received recognition award from the Farmington Historical 
Society, April 2011. 

 Noah Wallace students featured at district wide art exhibit in February. 
 Several students participated in a Special Olympics fund raising event, 

Freezin’ for a Reason, at Winding Trails. 
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   Stakeholder Feedback 
 
 
This year we used an online survey (surveymonkey.com) to collect feedback on 
our school’s learning environment, general climate, instruction and leadership.  
Ninety-seven parents responded to the survey.  There was an overall high level 
of satisfaction with the following results:  57.7% - Strongly Agree; 39.2% - Agree; 
3.1% - Disagree and 0.0% - Strongly Disagree.   
 
Feedback from teachers is gathered at monthly faculty meetings and at monthly 
rep team meetings.  Overall, satisfaction at the school level is high and teachers 
are consistent in their requests for relevant district wide professional 
development especially in the areas of writing and math.  Teachers also 
expressed the need for regular training sessions in technology.   
    

 
 

Noah Wallace School Development Council 
 

The Noah Wallace School Development Council has as its members teachers, 
parents and the school principal.  The Council meets three times a year to 
discuss school issues and to provide input into the School Development Plan and 
annual school budget.    
 
Parents:          Daniela Pulido 
     Wink Tharpe  
                         Alka Zaveri 
 
 
Teachers:      Maureen Ross Hickey – Literacy Specialist 

    Suzanne Nord – Speech & Language Pathologist 
    Deborah Rosenberg – Grade 2 teacher 

                          Jessica Ayers, Special Education 
 
 
Principal:     Diane B. Cloud 
 
 
 
  
 


